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ABSTRACT

Programming tools are meant for student to practice programming. Automated programming error feedback will be provided for students to self-construct the knowledge through their own experience. This paper has clustered current approaches in providing automated error programming feedback to the students during problem solving exercises. These include additional syntax error messages, solution template mismatches, test data comparison, assisted agent report and collaborative comment feedback. The study is conducted based on published papers for last two decades. The trends are analyzed to get the overview of latest research contributions towards eliminating programming difficulties among students. The result shows that future direction of automated programming error feedback approaches may combine agent and collaborative feedback approaches towards more interactive, dynamic, end-user oriented and specific goal oriented. Such future direction may help other researchers fill in the gap on new ways of assisting learners to better understand feedback messages provided by automated assessment tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computer programming is a mandatory subject for computer science. It is usually offered to students in the early semester. Although as an introductory subject, nature of the subject requires students to practice programming rather than understanding and memorizing the concepts and techniques. Through practices of real programming, student will be able to constructively build up the programming skills through own experience as described in constructive learning concept. The most common outcomes from the practice sessions are syntax competencies and semantics skills capabilities. Practice sessions usually conducted in computer lab under supervision of tutor or teacher. Students will try individually to complete problem solving exercises by writing codes using Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and programming language compiler. Each time the codes are compiled, the tool will automatically provide feedback messages highlighting all the syntax errors found in the codes.

Nowadays, lots of automated programming assessment tools with automated feedbacks [1] are continuously developed. Researchers have put effort to automate codes assessment not only in term of syntax errors or runtime output, but also in coding structure, styles and performance. Feedbacks are instantly provided on each assessment when errors or mistakes are made by students. Such feedbacks are static library of messages based on language syntax errors. Instead of syntax checking, solution structure checking are also available using mismatched comparison between predefined teacher's solution and current students' solution. However, current automated feedbacks are still insufficient compared to teacher's feedback [2][3][4]. Current feedbacks require self-interpretation that will be
difficult among novice students. Furthermore, the feedbacks cannot be further explored in understanding the messages. Without proper feedback or guidance, students will fail to learn and construct their own knowledge on programming [5]. Continuous guidance and instant feedback by teacher is among the key factor [6] in learning programming. Teacher should first guide the students to help them self-discover the errors by applying syntax knowledge and justifying the semantic of the codes. Meanwhile, guiding students can be challenging tasks for a teacher when involving groups of students. Students' understanding of programming topics are different and varies among individuals. Teacher need to provide specific feedback on each students based on the quick assessment of students' codes. Such assessment may take longer time to be analyzed.

This paper has reviewed current approaches of automated programming error feedback in helping student completing problem solving exercises. The motivation of this paper to highlight new direction of automated error programming feedback that can support self-constructive learning in systematic and automated collaborative human feedback. Such future direction may help other researchers to fill in the gap in modern techniques for helping the programming self-learning style.

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODS

This study is conducted based on analysis of published papers from year 1990 to 2013. Although many researches are done on learning programming, this research is focusing on related approaches to provide automated feedback messages during real coding exercises. The trends are analyzed to get the overview of latest research contributions towards eliminating difficulties among students specifically in problem solving programming exercises.

The following research questions are addressed in this paper:

1. What are the techniques used to provide automatic feedback on automatic assessment systems reported in the literature since 1990?

2. What are the current problems in automatic feedback messages provided by automatic assessment systems?

3. What are the future directions of automated feedback that can be concluded based on the current problems? This future directions may be possible gaps that can be filled by future research enhancement in automatic assessment.

By automated feedback on problem solving exercises we mean automatic messages that provided to students who write code and submit it for syntax and problem solution assessment. Therefore, this study will focus on approaches in providing feedback messages rather than assessment techniques. In addition, other assessment such as on programming theories, fill in the blank, error or output tracing are not included.

Data are collected by searching for phrases "(automatic or automated)" and "(assessment or grading or feedback)" and "programming" from the conference proceedings and journals through ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Springer and ScienceDirect. Current programming competitive system are also reviewed to identify the most applicable technique for automated feedback. We then applied the inclusion criteria to the abstracts and finally read all the remaining papers.

An iterative process is applied to find the consensus on compiling all the automated feedback techniques into groups (Section 3). Then problems on automated feedback are classified (Section 4) to conclude the future direction on the possible solutions (Section 5). Papers are selected then categories are made or revised. This was repeated until no significant features leading into new categories were found.

3. AUTOMATED ERROR PROGRAMMING FEEDBACK APPROACHES

Automated error programming feedback is an automated report messages to student in notifying what are the errors contains in the programming codes. The errors can be possibly in term of compilation errors, runtime errors and solution errors. Five types of analysis approach are identified in providing automated feedback to students so that the codes can be successfully compiled, executed and fulfilled to the problem specification.
3.1 Additional Syntax Error Messages Feedback

Inappropriate and unclear error message will lead to misinterpretation and demoralization among novice students. Researchers have put effort to enhance standard error feedback messages in standard programming language compiler to become more appropriate and clear.

Merr developed by [7] to mapping new additional error messages into existing syntax error analysis report using Yacc. It will supplement the standard error messages with the new added error messages. This tool can be used by compiler writer to easily add new messages of certain existing error identification.

Java Error Correction Algorithm (JECA) is proposed by [8] to detect syntax errors in the codes and provide hints to guide student on how to correct the errors. Syntax error analysis are based on auto-recovery of the possible misspelled source code tokens with the programming language reserved words ("for", "while", "break", "double", "int", and "void") and previously declared variables. For example, "for" will be replaced by reserved word "if" if it is not declared as a variable. Another example is undefined variable of "count" will be changed to "count1" if "count1" is already defined as variable previously.

More comprehensive enhanced standard feedback of standard Sun-Java errors is provided by [9]. More clearer messages interpretation are associated on standard error feedback messages which produced by standard Sun-Java covering on:

i. compile errors that consists of syntax errors, identifier errors, computational errors, return statements and access to static entities;

ii. runtime errors that consists of out of range, dereferencing null, computation, insufficient memory, program execution

However, the effectiveness of such additional interpretation is not yet tested since the solution is more in written notes.

This kind of approaches can be very helpful for student especially in identifying the exact location of the syntax error in the codes. However, the such error enhancements feedback are static and does not reflect to student's specific intention or goal. For example, syntax error in variable initialization such as "int msg = "10";" will raise type mismatched error and may provide recovery hint either to change the variable type to "String" or remove the double quote of the value. The feedback does not evaluate the student's intention in creating such variable either to be manipulated as string or integer.

3.2 Solution Template Mismatches Feedback

In order to be able to assess student's code intention, researchers suggest all the problem questions to be associated with specific goals and sub-goals. Each sub-goals must be represented using specific solution template. The template is a sample programming codes solution to achieve the sub goals. Such template will provide basic structure of codes logic or semantic to be compared with student's answer.

PROUST developed by [10] to diagnose error based on program sub goals. It define common programming goals as data input, output and processing. Each goal will be associated with one or many of solution template alternatives. These pre-defined goals need to be selected by teacher to be associated with a new created problem exercise. Then, PROUST will analyze student's codes using representation tree to find which part of the codes matches with any of the specified template in the pre-defined sub goals. Automatic feedback will be tailored based on errors found from portion of codes that failed to match certain structure of the specific solution template. Any mismatches will be inserted into the appropriate line of codes by translating the codes into pseudo-codes statements. However, the technique may fail to assess the codes intention if the codes are written totally different from the existing predefined solution template. [11] create a similar approach as PROUST called GOES. As PROUST is designed for Pascal language, GOES is designed for C language.

Java Intelligent Tutoring System (JITS) is developed by [12] to provide special feedback based on specific problem exercises on variables, operators and looping. Problems have been initially designed and assigned with list of programming decision tree to assess student's answer against the trees. Programming decision tree is a specific knowledge representation for achieving goals in the given problem statement. It consists of discrete section evaluation steps on verifying a programming statement. For example, if the problem requires a loop, the system will check if there is "for" or "while" statement in the
codes. If the word is found, it will assess the looping correctness using the tree. It will start to assess the looping section correctness; initial value, conditional section and update section. If this step success, it will continue to check on initial value section in depth such as is it variable has been correctly defined, is it initial value has been assigned and so on. If student's codes did not match with the discrete code structure template, it will provide feedback to guide which part of the codes need to be revised. This approach however limit the creation of new problems set as each problems need to be constructed with specific solution goal templates. Thus, it cannot be recycled for new incoming students because the answers of the exercises can be easily obtained from previous students. It also does not entertain other new solution alternatives provided by student if the structure is not exists in the system knowledge-base.

New approach to check student's codes by comparing on common mistakes template to complement the solution template approach is proposed by [13]. They have designed error model language (EML) that consists of potential correction rule-list based on common errors on the specific problem. The model is much like context free grammar (CFG) that originally used in representing syntax of a language. Alternatively, the EML are used to represent common mistakes pattern with some additional hints on how to correct the mistakes. However, the EML is not designed to be global because it just represent common mistakes on a specific exercise or problem.

Solution templates can be taken from correct codes which are submitted by students is proposed by [14]. This will eliminate burden on teacher to prepare the solution templates on each problem exercises. It also provides more solution alternatives for mismatched comparison.

Many of researchers that use pre-defined solution template strategy claim that highest success rate in helping student solving programming problems are achieved. Although it helped in term of solving problem, but it cannot be concluded as learning effectiveness because student tend to abuse the automated feedback using trial and error strategy to get closer to the solution and finish the [15]. Instead of analyzing the errors, student may tend to use try-and-error strategy with the intention of just solving the problems. If the scenarios happens, students are not contributing themselves in the learning process. Furthermore, student will become frustrated after several of the attempts failed to solve the problems. So the outcome of the programming tool usage to help student at least constructively learn programming by correcting misconception cannot be effectively achieved.

3.3 Test Data Error Feedback

Automated programming assessment tool such as [16]–[20] are among common platform for students to practice programming skills by writing codes to solve real life problem solving questions. These tools provide online programming editor for the students to write and submit the codes answer via internet browser. It will automatically check either the submitted codes are correct or not by automatically execute the codes with the specified test input and compare the output with expected output data. However, such platform are not popular among novice students because it more towards competitive programming among highly interested or expert students.

[21] develops CodeCloud to function same as the competitive programming tools but are made open source for researchers to possibility exploit their own log data using their own server. While other tool require teacher to post exercise, [22] develop CodeWrite to offer exercises and test case to be provided by students themselves. This tool can provide instant feedback for student to overcome deficiency in manual assessment [23]. However, since such tools only concern with the correctness of the final output, not much feedback detail can be provided to students in helping them correcting the mistakes. For example, the codes may be correct in dealing with input and process, but failure in formatting the output. Another example is that the codes run well in data processing and output formatting, but it has mistake in interpreting input types or formats. Furthermore, in some cases that involve number of branches, more than one possible output may need to be specified to assess the answered codes.

3.4 Assisted agent feedback

Tracking and logging student e-learning activities as profile for assisting teacher is proposed by [24]. It then detect any learning conflicts and report the possible reason to teacher based on association rules. Conflicts may be alerted to teacher if students do not participate or fail to finish in the assigned exercises. The
conflict detection is based on the association of current student activity on the exercises such as error encountered or silent action. It provide assistance for teachers to provide instant interference to individual student who really require constructive feedback.

Individual reports may be a burden for a teacher to analyze and entertain possibly same feedback for each individual. [25] use data mining technique to compile the current errors of students into groups of errors. The error groups are categorized into field, syntax, type, import, method, constructor and visualization (output) error. The groups are processed based on compiler messages (warnings and errors) from the student's code attempt to answer programming exercises. Such reports are then be used by teacher to analyze student understanding and help the teacher to re-emphasize on certain concept that most students failed to achieve in the classroom.

Test My Code tool was developed by [26] to provide online exercises that composed of small incremental tasks, which combine into bigger programs. It also include automatic test and assessment on the smaller parts. Thus student can self assess which parts of the exercise that has problem and ask for specific code review from teacher. Instead of studying the whole codes, teacher can save lot of time to response on specific skills.

However, assisted agent feedback may not be effective in large size of students number. If the feedback are required at the same time by many students, feedback from a teacher to individual students may be delayed and eventually distract the learning motivation.

3.5 Collaborative peer feedback

Another approach to support programming error feedback is using collaborative environment platform such as electronic forum discussion or social network.

Stack overflow [27] is a sample effective electronic forum discussion that offer student to post any questions and receive answers from experts from all over world. Compare to other electronic forum discussion that manage question into topics and subtopics tree, the platform offer easy and fast open ended text discussion with some keyword tagging techniques to index the discussion.

Java Assisted Learning System (JALs) is developed by [28] as an application running on Facebook platform, which allow students to compile Java programming codes and get assisted feedback from other Facebook's peer. It uses Facebook to enable students to discuss with other members to gain more feedback in clarifying the mistakes or errors encountered during the exercises. List of peer will be listed based on person who has previously successfully answered the problem, or if known, the teacher will be the peer to assist the student. However, instead of guiding, learning outcome may be violated if it happen that the peer distributed the whole correct answer to the students.

4. PROBLEMS WITH AUTOMATED ERROR PROGRAMMING FEEDBACK

Automated feedback are hard to be interpreted and exploiting among novice students in self-learning mode. Three types of problems or difficulties are identified as the following.

4.1 Unclear and inappropriate feedback

In certain cases, the standard feedback is not clear and inappropriate especially to novice students [9]. For example, an error of undeclared variable may generate feedback with more messages for each line of the variable occurrence. Thus, novice students will struggle to rectify the syntax errors especially when they are given with these imprecise error and inappropriate feedback[29][2]. Meanwhile, codes that do not have any syntax errors does not mean it has solved the exercise problem. It may fail in term of missing to address some of the problem specification or incorrect solution logic. Some of the researchers have also provided automated feedback to tell the missing or incorrect codes based on provided solution templates. However, student may tend to abuse the automated feedback using trial and error strategy to get closer to the solution and finish the exercises [15]. Thus constructive learning will not be achieved if the case happens.

4.2 Lacking of interactivity

Although automated feedback has covers for syntax and semantic guidelines, but still the approach is insufficient compared to teacher or peer feedbacks [2], [3][4]. Automated feedbacks
are provided as static messages and no further responses are generated without changes to the current codes. Lacking of such interactivity requires students to think and figure out on their own of the meaning of the feedback. Thus, many of students tend to ignore the provided feedback since they don't understand the messages and cannot interact with the system to ask for further clarification. Contrary, experienced teacher or peer can entertain student's responses in tailoring feedback to be understood. Social network platform or other electronic forum can be used as effective human interaction platform to seek feedback and comments. Looking at the opportunities of social network in assisting learning progress, [24], [25], [28], [30]–[32] have implemented programming learning into social network setting. The platform provides an environment that enable live messages and feedback discussion among peer or teacher to be done online. It also provides mechanism to log and index the interactive feedback discussion into topics or sub topics for future references. However, such interaction platform is not designed to be responsive in helping inactive students.

4.3 Non systematic and static feedback

Assisted feedback on programming error need to be provided in real time so that student can construct their own knowledge. Otherwise, students tend to forget the encountered misunderstanding concepts. Learning motivation may also decrease after the lab learning session ended. Previous discussion on the same programming errors need to be re-utilized in enhancing automated feedback in programming exercises on the same occurring problems or errors. Currently, many of automated feedback is designed based on set of pre-defined static messages library. Not many research have been done in utilizing social discussion as a way to improvise automated programming error feedback in becoming more sufficient and interactive. Such electronic discussion logs are currently not systematically designed to be intelligent especially in self-extracting previous related discussion content of the same programming errors occurrence.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

Based on the review, current automated feedback of the first three approaches are implemented in one way interaction where the feedback cannot be further explored without any modification or correction done to the codes. Changing the codes may create more errors without assessing and correcting student's code intention. Thus, if students themselves failed to construct the knowledge after experiencing errors, they will start to become clueless and frustrated. Although solution template try to guide student to modify the codes towards the answer schema, it may lead to try and error strategy and constructive learning may not in the place. It also does not entertain other solution alternative based on individual's creativity. Meanwhile, working alone with one way automated feedback interaction may discourage motivation among weak students who do not know what else need to be done to proceed.

On the other hand, assisted and peer feedback approaches can offer much richer, specific and support two ways communication. By having two ways communication, student can be guided specifically towards self-constructing understanding and avoid misconception in programming. [33] shows that new trend in online learning using social network interaction can motivate unmotivated students to learn programming.

It is likely that new approach of automated programming error feedback in social network will become an important element in future developments. However, involving human to complement automated programming error feedback can be very challenging in term of resources and knowledge management. Instead of burdening teachers, it may be impossible to provide instant feedback to individuals when the situation involves with many students. It also seems that content of feedback discussion may be violated with answer sharing or redundant with existing or unnecessary content. New specific ways of social network communication need to be addressed to become more responsive towards automatically detecting programming difficulties among students. The text discussion structure of the social feedback must be reinvented systematically so that it can be reutilized in self-improvising the static library of automated error feedback messages. Filtering agents must be designed to avoid unnecessary comments. The library must also be associated with template of
common programming goal concepts such as static looping, dynamic looping, sentinel looping, array, input types, string manipulation and etc. By having programming goal, it can guide students towards answering the question and getting more appropriate automated feedback.

There are other review papers on the types of automatic assessment in learning programming and its experimental results of using certain types such as in [34][35][36][37][38][39][40][41][42]. However, the papers are more concern on the automated assessment and does not focus on the automated feedback. Thus, most of the papers have highlighted that the automated feedback need to be improved towards more clearer and understandable messages after the automated assessment are successfully executed. This paper has contribute towards classification of automated error programming feedback messages and highlight the future direction for researchers who want to improve the automated feedback.

6. CONCLUSION

Various automated programming error feedback approaches in helping student completing problem solving exercises have been reviewed. The approaches provide instant programming error feedback after automatically analyze student’s solutions which serve as an important means for improving programming skills. Types of feedback approaches are identified as additional of syntax error messages, solution template mismatches, test data comparison, assisted agent report and collaborative comment feedback. There are some drawback that need to be addressed in the current approaches such as too much burden on teacher, lacking of interaction for clarification, unsystematic discussion and insufficient programming goal guideline. The reviewed result shows that future direction of e-learning feedback approaches are now embarking towards collaborative learning such as in social network environment. It may involve agents in assisting collaborative feedback approaches towards more interactive, dynamic, end-user oriented and specific goal oriented. Such future direction may help other researchers fill in the gap on new ways of assisting learners to better understand feedback messages provided by automated assessment tool.
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